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1. Introductio n

The implications of the test-estimation procedure for a linear
regression model

J^=Pi'^1 + P2X2

was first pointed out by Bancroft ([2] [3]). The bias due to the use
of a preliminary /-test of significance of Pa for the estimation of Pi,
was studied. For the same model a mean square error (MSB)
criterion has been proposed by Wallace [7] for making a choice
between the ordinary least square estimator .bi and the regression

A

least square estimator Pi in the context of high intercorrelation
between the regressor variables. The bias and the MSB expressions
for the estimator of Pi based on the MSB test to decide whether
or not to include x^, have been obtained by Toro [6]. Ashar [1]
has pointed out that in case of serious collinearity, the usual least
square estimator of pi, although still unbiased, becomes less and less
reliable, its variance fast approaching infinity as approaches one.
The problem of estimation of the location parameter in the linear
regression model

Y=a + ^x

by using a preliminary test of significance for p, has been considered
by Saleh [5],

In this paper a sometimes-pool and sometimes-regression
estimation procedure has been proposed for the estimation of the
population mean of a variable which might be correlated with
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another variable. The proposed estimator is unbiased. The formula
for the mean square error has been derived. The relative efficiency
of the estimator to the ordinary regression estimator has been
examined for a number of cases.

2. Estimation Procedure

Consider a first stage random sample (xu, Yu ; i=l, 2, , n)
of size n on a: and y which are jointly normally distributed with
unknown means and variances and respectively and
correlation coefficient p. If the population correlation coefficient is
not very small and the cost of observing y is higher than that of
observing x, a second stage sample ; 7=1, 2 , n^) of size Wj,
on X may be taken and the regression estimator

tr=yi+b(x^x,) ...^2.1)
n n

where _ 1 n ,-.1

/=i /=i

77i ^ «+-«!
/=1

/=1-

n

i^\

n

S (^li—Sj) T'l)
and 1=1

T=r-;;^ ^^

/=! »=1

may be used for estimating [ji„. But, if x and are not corrrelated
A

then the regression estimator (Xy is not a desirable estimator. In this
case a sample on y alone should be used for the estimation of [x„.
Again if it is suspected but not known for certain that p=0, neither
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A , . • i

the regression estimator [Xy nor an estimator based on a sample of
alone can be used indiscriminately. For such a situation a two-
stage sometimes-pool and sometimes-regression estimator for may
be used.

A first-stage sample Cvn,Jk ; i=l,2, , h) of size n on and
j'is observed and a preliminary test for the null hypothesis (p=0)
against the alternative 7f): (p^^^O) is performed with the critical region

^ Ya^. where y is the sample correlation coefficient and Ya is the
upper (a/2) 100% probability point of the distribution of y when
p=0. If the hypothesis Ho : (p=0) is rejected, a second stage sample

(X2j = 2, , Hi) of size «! is observed on a: alone and the
/ A

regression estimator Hy is used, otherwise a second stage sample ;
—, Wa) of size Ma is. observed on y alone and the pooled

A

mean [jLj, of y, where

A Mpi+Hapa

and

"2

''-"ill''"-
is used as the estimator of [x#. Hence the sometimes-pool and some-
times-regression estimator for [ji„ is

A ^ ...(2.3)
[J.,, if Y^ < Ya®

The sometimes-pool and sometimes-regression estimator is unbiased.
For,

IY^>Ya^) P+£(^. IY^<Y«')(1-P)
= [X„P+[X,(1-P)

= [X,

P=pit > Y«®).

where
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3. Mean Square Error

^ AThe mean square error MSE (f/j,) of the estimator |j.„

is

where

A

MSE([x„)=jS[{(yi-ji,)+i(S_^j)}2 I Y2>Ya']p

+ T''<Ya^] (1-p)
2

-^P-2mp ^E{b IY= >Y„=)P
m o/ £•(// i > Ya^) Pf -^(1 -P)...(3.1)
" «+«2

nr^^HilOi f H,).

The conditional expectations required in equation (3.1) are obtained
by considering the joint density function/(y, v) ofthe correlation
coefficient y and the variance ratio (cf. Kendall and Stuart,
[4].) The joint density is given by

n~ 1

2^-'ui-2)
n-4

fir, v)=- i?(i-P=) (l-f) 2

11-3

V ' [v-hi?—2PYV'

where

...(3.2)

The mean square error MSE ([x„) is finally obtained
as

«— 1

MSE (n„)= ci„2
L« n+n^ «(«-3)

...(3,3)
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where

^ P^(n+2/-3) ,
Yi

o<,=l,

. _ 9Hn+2i-5) (2/+1) .
(20 (2/-1) ^^-1'

^'0=1,

Ya®=l-Ja^

;c

h (p, q) ^
' Hp, q)

0

1

^ip,q)= dt.

0

A

The mean squre error MSB (fxy) of the usual regression estima-
A

tor jJ-Y, without any preliminary test is

A

MSE(tiY)= 1—ffip®—w(l —p2)/(n —3) (3.4)

The performance of the proposed test-estimation procedure may be
best examined by comparing its MSB with the MSB of the usual
regression estimator, or rather computing the relative efficiency

e(J„)=MSB(^Y)/MSE(M
ofthe sometimes-pool and sometimes-regression estimator to the

A

usual regression estimator for different values of the parameters.
To have a meaningful comparison we consider that both the esti
mators have the same first-stage sample size and the second-stage
size on .r alone. The second-stage sample of size on y alone
js chosen in such a way that costs ofsampling foi both the estimators
are equal.

Let be the cost ofobserving a pair {x, y), be the cost
of observing one unit of x alone and C„ be the cost of observing
one unit of y alone. The cost of observing n pairs of (x, y) in
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the first-stage and «i of a: in the second-stage for a regression
estimator is

C/j ^nCxf-^-n^Cx-

Again for the sometimes-pool and sometimes-regression estimator the
expected cost of observing the sample is'

C=nC,, + P+Oo C«(1-P)

—nCiy-\-naC^-\-P{niCx—ni.C^ •• (3.5)

where

P=P(Y^>Ya').

Thus to make C and Cr equal, let

or

n»=Rcni ...(3.6)

where

R(7 '='CxlCy.

Hence for given n, ih and the cost ratio Rc, the second -stage sample
size Hi on y alone is obtained by using (3.6).

For given n, iii and the cost ratio Rq, the relative efficiency
depends on the probability level of significance a, ofthe preliminary
test and the population correlation coefficient p. Let the relative
efficiency be denoted by e(a, pjn, n„ Rc ) or simply by e. It may be
noted that the rf lative efficiencies at

a=0 and a=l viz., e(Q, pjn, Wj, Rc) and e(l, pin, «j, Rc)

give respectively the relative efficiencies for the extreme cases viz ,
A .

the always pool estimator [x,, and the regression estimator [Xy. Obvi
ously e (1, pin. Hi i?c)= 1for all values of p, n,«i and Rc• It may
be further noted that

e{a, pin, Hi, Rc)=e(a,-pln, Mj, Rc)

Hence it is sufficient to study the relative efficiency for only positive
values of p.

The relative efficiency has been computed for different com
binations ofn, wi, , a, pand 0^= 1- The behaviour ofthe relative
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eiBciency with respect to variation in p has been shown in figures
1 and 2 for two different situations.

For low values of a, the relative efiiciency is maximum at p=0
having e greater than one and decreases, taking values less than one,
as 1 p i increases. For some moderate values of a, the efficiency is
greater than one when p=0, increases slowly to a maximum value and
then decreases taking values less than one as 1 p I increases. Again
for high values of a the efficiency curve is close to the line e=l and
intersect at some moderate value of | p | . Thus, for low values of
I fi I the relative efiiciency is always greater than one and it increases

with the decrease in the probability level of significance a. For
moderate values of 1p i , particularly when Rq is very small, the
relative efficiency is greater than one and decreases with the decrease
in a. Thus there are situations {e.g., n=iO, ni=-20, R(2 =0.0, a=.20)
where the proposed estimator may be preferred to either the regression
or the always-pool estimator.

When the cost ratio Rq =0, the second-stage sample size has
no remarkable effect on the efficiency. For larger values of the
cost ratio Rq ^the eflaciency increases with the increase in the second-
stage sample size n^. But reverse is the case for the first-stage sample
size n, the efficiency increases with the decrease in the first-stage
sample size.

Summary

On the basis of the outcome of a preliminary test for the signi
ficance of the correlation coefficient between two normal variables a

sometimes-pool and sometimes-regression estimator has been pro
posed for the mean of the first variable which might be correlated
with the second variable. The proposed estimator is unbiased. The
formula for the mean square error has been derived and the relative
efficiency of this estimator to the ordinary regression estimator has
been examined for a number of cases.
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